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Abstract--This paper studies the fine structure of the Straubing hierarchy of star-free languages. The 
monoid varieties ofsome sublevels oflevel one of the hierarchy are shown to be characterized by certain 
natural equation systems. Those are then generalized to definitions ofequation systems satisfied inmonoid 
varieties of higher sublevels. A version of the Ehrenfeueht-Fraisse game is used to verify equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, new connections were discovered between formal language theory and model theory in 
our work on some logical characterizations of the dot-depth ierarchy and applications [1]. There, 
logical characterizations of natural subhierarchies of the Straubing hierarchy of star-free regular 
languages using logical notions such as quantifier complexity of first-order sentences were given 
and a version of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game was used to obtain a characterization f the 
star-free languages in terms of congruences. In particular, using Eilenberg's correspondence, a new 
characterization f the varieties of monoids related to the Straubing hierarchy was obtained. As 
a result, it was shown that a conjecture of Pin [2] concerning tree hierarchies of monoids (the 
Brzozowski's dot-depth and the Straubing hierarchies being particular cases) is false. This paper 
is concerned with other applications of these logical characterizations. The studying of properties 
of the characterizing congruences and systems of equations for the levels of the Straubing hierarchy 
are closely related. Knast [3] provides an equation system for level one of the Brzozowski's 
dot-depth ierarchy without using Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games. 
Let A be a given finite alphabet. The regular, or recognizable, languages over A are those subsets 
of A *, the free monoid generated by A, constructed from the finite languages over A by the Boolean 
operations as well as the concatenation product and the star. The star-free languages consist of 
those regular languages which can be obtained from the finite languages by Boolean operations 
and the concatenation product only. According to a fundamental theorem of Schiitzenberger [4], 
L _A * is star-free if and only if its syntactic monoid M(L)  is finite and aperiodic, that is, M(L)  
contains only trivial subgroups. General references on the star-free languages are McNaughton and 
Papert [5], Eilenberg [6] or Pin [7]. 
Natural classifications of the star-free languages are obtained based on the alternative use of the 
Boolean operations and the concatenation product. Let A ÷ = A*\(I), where 1 denotes the empty 
word. Define 
Z +S0 --- {L ___A + I z is finite or cofinite}, 
A +~k + 1 = {L _ A + I L is a Boolean combination of languages of the form L~.. .  Ln (n I> 1) with 
Ll  . . . . .  L ,~A+~k}.  
For technical reasons, only nonempty words over A are considered to define this hierarchy; in 
particular, the complement operation is applied with respect o A +. The language classes A +~It0, 
A +&~ . . . .  form the so-called dot-depth ierarchy introduced by Cohen and Brzozowski [8]. The 
union of the classes A +:~0, A +~ . . . .  is the class of star-free languages. 
Most of our attention is directed toward a closely related hierarchy, this one in A*. It was 
introduced by Straubing in Ref. [9]. Let 
A *~0 = {0, A*}, 
A *~k+ ~= {L _A * I L is a Boolean combination of languages of the form 
LoalL~a2 . . . a~L~(n >I 0) with Lo, . . . , L~A*~/kk  and a~ . . . . .  a~A }. 
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Let A *~ = [ I k ;, 0A *~k. L -- A * is star-free if and only if L e A *~ for some k t> 0. The dot-depth 
of L is the smallest such k. The Straubing hierarchy appears to be the more fundamental of the 
two for the following reasons explained in Ref. [10]. From the semigroup oint of view, if k ~> 1, 
level k of the Straubing hierarchy corresponds to the variety of finite monoids consisting exactly 
of those in the variety of finite semigroups corresponding to level k of the dot-depth ierarchy. 
From the logical point of view, the levels of the Straubing hierarchy are exactly those defned by 
sentences of a first-order language simpler than the one required for the levels of the dot-depth 
hierarchy. For more details concerning the Straubing hierarchy and its relation to the dot-depth 
hierarchy, see Pin [2, 7]. 
In the framework of semigroup theory, Brzozowski and Knast [11] showed that the 
dot-depth ierarchy is infinite. Thomas [12] gave a new proof of this result, which shows also 
that the Straubing hierarchy is infinite, based on a logical characterization of the dot-depth 
hierarchy than he obtained in Ref. [13]. His proof does not rely on semigroup theory; instead, 
an intuitively appealing model-theoretic technique was applied: the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse 
game. 
If one regards a word as a finite linearly ordered structure in the similarity type 
"c = (=,  <,  (Qa)a6.4), including a 1-place predicate for each letter in the alphabet A, one uses 
first-order formulas to define languages. A natural classification of languages refers to the quantifier 
complexity of defining first-order formulas in terms of quantifier alternation depth where one 
counts the number of quantifier blocks of formulas in prenex normal form. As shown in Thomas 
[13], extending the similarity type z, this quantifier alternation depth hierarchy of first-order logic 
characterizes the dot-depth ierarchy. Using x, Perrin and Pin [14] gave a proof for the Straubing 
hierarchy. 
The Straubing hierarchy gives examples of ,-varieties of languages. One can show that ~ and 
are .-varieties of languages. By Eilenberg's correspondence, there is a variety V of finite 
monoids, or M-variety, such that for L ~_ A *, L e A *~ if and only if M(L)e V. Similarly, for each 
k~>0, there is an M-variety Vk such that for L~_A*, L¢A*~ if and only if M(L)~V~. 
An outstanding open problem is whether one can decide if a language has dot-depth k, this is 
equivalent to the question "is Vk decidable?", i.e., does there exist an algorithm which enables us 
to test if a finite monoid is or is not in Vk. The variety V0 consists of the trivial monoid alone. 
The variety I:1 consists of all finite J-trivial monoids [15]. Straubing [10] conjectured an effective 
criterion, based on the syntactic monoid of the language, for the case k = 2, His condition is shown 
to be necessary in general, and sufficient for an alphabet of two elements. The condition 
is formulated in terms of a novel use of categories in semigroup theory, recently developed by 
Tilson [16]. 
This paper is concerned with the decidability problem of the Straubing hierarchy. The aim of 
Section 2 is to state those logical characterizations of the star-free languages which are useful in 
attacking the decidability question. A logical characterization of natural subhierarchies of the 
Straubing hierarchy refining the logical characterization f the hierarchy by Thomas is given. As 
an application we can get upper bounds on the complexity of a star-free language by considering 
its description in the first-order logical language. We state a characterization of the star-free 
languages in terms of congruences related to a version of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game 
generalizing a theorem of Simon [17]. Some properties of the characterizing congruences are given 
in Section 3. In Section 4, games are shown to be a way in verifying equations which are used in 
Section 5 for finding lower bounds on a language's complexity. We define systems of equations 
satisfied in the monoid varieties of sublevels of level one of the Straubing hierarchy. We show how 
some of the equations can be selected for sublevels of higher levels in the hierarchy. Equations 
satisfied in higher levels are discussed. 
In the following, ~p will be called a Y-k-fOrmula if ~p ffi (Q~)ff, where ~, is quantifier-free and where 
Q~ is a string of k alternating blocks of quantifiers such that the first block contains only existential 
ones. A B(Y-k)-formula will denote a Boolean combination of Y-k-formulas. If ~ is a congruence 
on A*, the set of all ,,--classes will be denoted by A* /~.  If L ___A * is a union of ~-classes, 
we will say that L is a ~-language. We refer the reader to the books by Eilenberg [6], 
Lallement [18], Pin [7] and Enderton [19] for all the other algebraic and logical terms not defined 
in this paper. 
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2. SOME LOGICAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF 
THE STRAUBING HIERARCHY 
The results in this and the following section are stated for our purposes in Sections 4 and 5. For 
more details on the proofs, the reader is referred to Ref. [1]. 
2.1. A quantifier complexity characterization 
Let us first state the mentioned logical characterization of the Straubing hierarchy by 
Thomas [13]. One identifies any word w~A*,  say of length Iwl, with a word model 
w = ({1 , . . . ,  [w I}, <w, (Q~)a,a), where the universe {1, . . . ,  I w l} represents he set of positions 
of letters in the word w, <w denotes the <-relation in w, and Q~' are unary relations over 
{ 1 . . . . .  I w [ } containing the positions with letter a, for each a ~ A. Sometimes it is convenient to 
assume that the position-sets of two words u, v are disjoint; then one takes any two nonoverlapping 
segments of the integers as the position-sets of u and v. Let -W be the first-order language with 
equality and nonlogical symbols <, Qa, a ~ A, i.e. -W is the first-order language of T where z is the 
similarity type (=,  <, (Q~),~A). Then the satisfaction of an .W-sentence q~ in a word w, written 
w ~ , ,  is defined in a natural way, and we say that L ___ A * is defined by the -w-sentence ~o if 
L = L(q~)= {w a*lw We also consider the formulas 0 (false) and 1 (true). Observe that 
L(0) = O and L(1) = A *. The following result generalizes one of Ladner [20] and McNaughton [21] 
saying that a language L is star-free if and only if there exists a first-order -w-sentence ~ such 
that L = L (¢). 
Theorem 2.1.1 [13] 
A language L ___A* belongs to A*~V~k if and only if L is defined by a B(Zk)-sentence of .W. 
For k ~> 1, subhierarchies of A *~v" are defined as follows: for all m i> 1, let 
A*~ = {L ~_A*IL is a Boolean combination of languages of the form 
LoalLla2...anL n (O<~n <~m) with Lo . . . . .  Ln~A*~_ l  and al . . . . .  a,~A}. 
We have A *~//~k =I--Imp> i A *~.m. Similarly, subhierarchies of A *~k can be defined. One can show 
that ~r~k,m is a .-variety of languages. Let the corresponding M-varieties be denoted by Vk~. We 
have that for k i> 1, m t> 1, L ~A*~,  if and only if M(L)~ Vk~. 
In A +~,  several hierarchies and classes of languages have been studied; the most prominent 
examples are the/~-hierarchy [22], also called depth-one finite cofinite hierarchy, and the class of 
locally testable languages. In Thomas [13] it was shown that both are characterized by natural 
restrictions on the form of X:sentences of a certain first-order language xtending -W. We now state 
a logical characterization (remark: it follows from an analysis of the proof of Theorem 2.1.1) of 
the subhierarchies of A*~v" refining the theorem of Thomas. Let rp be an -w-sentence. If ~p is a 
Boolean combination of the 5'.k-sentences ~Pt,.. . ,  ~Pn, define the quantifier-rank qr(~p) to be the 
maximum number of quantifiers occuring in the leading block of one of the formulas rp~ . . . . .  ¢p~. 
Theorem 2.1.2 
Let k/> 1, m >i 1. A language L _A*  is defined by a B(Xk)-sentence of -W, ~p, where qr(rp) ~< m 
if and only if L belongs to A*~,m. 
2.2. A congruence characterization related to a version of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game 
Thomas [12], in order to show that the dot-depth ierarchy is infinite, defined some congruences 
which we state after describing the version of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game which was used in 
his proof. Those congruences characterize the star-free languages. The next three paragraphs 
restate [12] .  
First for a sequence r~ = (ml . . . . .  ink) of positive integers, where k >/0, let length(F)= k and 
Y~(r~)--m~ +'"  + mk. The set of dr-formulas of -W is defined by induction on length(r~): if 
length(t~) = 0, it is the set of quantifier-free -w-formulas; and for ~ = (m,m~ . . . . .  m~), an 
r~-formula isa Boolean combination of forrnulas 3Xl . . .  3Xm~P, where ~o is an (ml . . . . .  mk)-formula. 
We write u -  ,~v if u and v satisfy the same ~-sentences of .W. For ~-- (mr , . . . ,  mk), the 
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r~-formulas of L~ are seen to be B(Z,)-formulas tp such that qr(~0) ~< m~. Moreover, languages in 
A *~k.m are defined by (m, m2 . . . . .  mk)-formulas for some mi, i = 2 . . . . .  k and m. The following 
game ¢M(U, V) is useful for showing =M-equivalence. 
The game ~,~(u, v), where r~ = (m~ . . . . .  mk), is played between two players I and II on the word 
models u and v. A play of the game consists of k moves. In the ith move, player I chooses, in u 
or in v, a sequence of mi positions; then player II chooses, in the remaining word (v or u), also 
a sequence of m~ positions. Before each move, player I has to decide whether to choose his next 
elements from u or from v. After k moves, by concatenating the position-sequences chosen 
from u and chosen from v, two sequences p = p~. . .  p, from u and q = q~...  qn from v have been 
formed where n = m~ + • • • + mk. Player II has won the play if the map Pi--' qi respects < and the 
predicates Qa, a6A (i.e. p~ <apj if and only if q~<~qj, Q~p~ if and only if Q~qi, aeA for 
1 <~ i , j  <~ n).  Equivalently, the two subwords in u and v given by the position-sequences p and 
coincide. If there is a winning strategy for player II in the game to win each play we say that player 
II wins (M(U, V) and write u ~M V. ~M naturally defines a congruence on A * which we denote also 
by ~M. 
The standard Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game is the special case of (M(U, V), where r~ = (1 . . . . .  1). For 
a detailed discussion, cf. Rosenstein [23] or Fraisse [24]. If length(rh)= k and r~ = (1 . . . . .  1) we 
write (k(U, V) instead of (M(U, V) and u ~k V instead ofu  ~M V. Note that in this case the th-formulas 
are up to equivalence just the formulas of quantifier-depth k. A variant of the Ehrenfeucht and 
Fraisse theorem [25] states that for all r~ = (m~ . . . . .  mk) with k > 0 and m,. > 0, for i = 1 . . . . .  k, 
we have u =M V if and only if u ~M V. 
Simon [15] calls ~ Cm)-languages piecewise testable languages. They constitute the level one of the 
Straubing hierarchy. The following results characterize similarly the hierarchy, each level of it and 
also each subhierarchy. The proof of the following theorem uses Theorem 2.1.2 and follows the 
technique used in Ref. [13]. 
Theorem 2.2. I 
L 6A*3t~k~, if and only if L is a ~M-language for some r~ = (m, m 2 . . . . .  mk). 
Corol lary 2.2.2 
L EA*~k if and only if L is a ~M-language for some r~ = (m~ . . . . .  mk). 
Corol lary 2.2.3 
L is star-free if and only if L is a ~ M-language for some th. 
We end this section with a few notes on the preceding corollaries. Corollary 2.2.3 states precisely 
which are the important congruences related to the study of star-free languages. Kleene's theorem 
[26], stated in terms of congruences, asserts that L is regular if and only if there exists a finite index 
congruence ~ such that L is a ~-language. Schiitzenberger's theorem [4] states that L is star-free 
if and only if there exists a finite index aperiodic ongruence ~ such that L is a ~-language. One 
can show that the ,,,,~ are finite index aperiodic ongruences (cf. Rosenstein [23] and results in the 
next section). Corollary 2.2.2 implies that the problem of deciding whether a language has 
dot-depth k is equivalent to the problem of effectively characterizing the monoids M = A * /~ with 
~ - ~M for some r~ = (ml . . . . .  ink), i.e. Vk = {A * /~ ] ~ ~_ ~M for some r~ = (ml . . . . .  mk)}. In the 
sequel .LP~m, ..... ink) will denote the class of ~tin. ..... ,)-languages. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE CHARACTERIZ ING CONGRUENCES 
3. I. An  induction lemma 
The following lemma is a basic result (similar to one in Ref. [23] regarding ~k) which allows 
us to resolve games with k + 1 moves into games with k moves and thereby allows us to perform 
induction arguments. In what follows, u <P(U>p) denotes the subword of u to the left (right) of 
position p and u X~ the subword of u between positions p and q. 
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Lemma 3.1.1 
Let ~ = (m~ . . . . .  m~). u ~¢~,m~ ..... m~)v if and only if 
(1) for every p~ . . . . .  pmeu(p~ <.""  <<.Pro) there are q~ . . . . .  q ,~v(q~ <~'"<~qm) such 
that 
(i) Q~p~ if and only if Q~q~, a ~A,  for 1 ~< i ~<m; 
(ii) u <P' ,,-,~ v <q~; 
(iii) -<P~+t ~-v  <q'+~, for 1 ~<i ~<m - 1; >Pi r~ >qi 
(iv) u>,, ~,~ ~)>qm 
and 
(2) for every qm . . . . .  qmeV(qm <<.'" <~q,) there are p~ . . . . .  pmeu (Pt <~" "" <<.Pro) such 
that (i)--(iv) hold. 
3.2. A condition for  inclusion 
Let us find a condition which insures .2~m~ .. . . . .  ~)--~<ml ..... mi.). A trivial condition is the following: 
k ~< k '  and ql ~< i~ < • • • < i~ ~< k" such that rn~ ~< m~t . . . .  , rn~ ~< rn~. Define 
~ ..... m~) = m~ + • • • + m~ + 7.~ ~6< i2~kmi~mi2 "}" " " ". -[- T~ ~i<... <~ _ ~ ~m~. . .  m~ _ ~ + m I . . .  m~. 
Proposition 3.2.1 
For  N = .A/'<~ t ..... m4) t> 2, xyxN-2zx  ~~,  ..... m4) xyx~-~zx .  
Proof  The proof  is similar to the one of  a property of  "k  in Ref. [12]. Consider the 
decomposit ions of  u = xyx~-~zx  and v = xyx  ~-  ~zx into x-  (y -  or z-) segments. Before each move 
we have in u and v certain segments in which positions have been chosen, and others where none 
have been. A maximal segment of  succeeding x-  (y -  or z-) segments without chosen positions will 
be called a gap, which may be empty. Before each move there is a correspondence between the 
gaps in u and v given by their order. By induction on k - i, player I I  chooses his segments in the 
following manner: for i = k, when mk elements are still to be chosen by both players, two 
corresponding aps both consist o f  any number  >~rnk = Jl~'~,~k) of  x-  (y -  or z-) segments, or else 
both consist of  the same number <mk = ~4~'~,k) of  x -  (y -  or z-) segments. For  2~<i + 1 ~< k, when 
m~ +.  • • + mk elements are still to be chosen by both players, two corresponding aps both consist 
of  any number  >/m~+ (m~+ 1)~m,+~ ..... ,~4) = ~4~,, ..... ink) of  X- (y -o r  z-) segments, or else both 
consist o f  the same number < m~ + (m; + 1)~'~,, +, ..... m4) = Jt~'~,, ..... -k) of  x-  (y -  or z-) segments. In 
m~+(m~+ 1)~m,+~ .. . . . .  k), the first mj corresponds to the number of  elements chosen in the ith 
move, (m i + 1) is the number of  gaps formed by those m~ positions, and Jt~'~,~, + ~ ..... -k) is the min imum 
number of  x-  (y -  or z-) segments in any of  those gaps that are necessary for player I I  to win in 
case the numbers of  x -  (y-  or z-) segments in two such corresponding aps were different. Of  
course, inside his segments, player I I  picks exactly those positions which match the ones chosen 
by player I in the corresponding segments. I'-1 
y = z = 1 in the above proposit ion imply x ~ ~~,~ .. . . . .  4)x ~+t (N = ~t~'~,~ ..... m,)) and N is seen to 
be the smallest n such that x ~ ~ ¢m~. .... ,~4) x" + ~. Moreover,  we see that if u, v e A * and u ~ tm~ ..... ~,~) v, 
then I u l, = I v I o < A~'<,~, . . . . . .  4, or I u l o, I v I~ t> -A~'~mt ..... -4, (here I w I, denotes the number  of  occurenees 
of  the letter a in a word w). Also, similarly to the above proof, one can show that if u ~~,~ ..... ,,~) v 
and k i> 2, then either u = v or u and v have a common prefix and suffix of  length ~>mt • .. m~. 
Another condition for -O~r~, ..... "4) to be included in ~,~i ..... m~.) is stated in the 
Proposition 3.2.2 
I f  k ~<k' and 30 =A <""  <A-~ <A = k '  such that m~< A~'~,j~_~+t .....m~,), for 1 ~< i ~<k, then 
~"~(m[ . . . . .  m~,) C :  ~'~(m! . . . . .  ink)" 
Proof  First, by proposit ion 3.2.1, choosing [x[ = 1, we have 
u = x~. , ,  ..... ,.k) ~~m, ..... m4) x~m,  ..... .,~) + 1 = v. xv~cm, ..... ~,k~ + 1 
is a subword of  length .A/'¢.,~ ..... m4) + 1 of  v but not of  u. This gives 
"~fm, ..... ink) ~ ~{~,,, ...... k)+0 ~fret ..... ink) ~ ~(~, ,  ..... "k)) 
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follows easily from Lemma 3.1.1. Now, the result is a consequence of the above and the following 
observation: for 1 ~< i ~<j ~< k', we have 
~ (m i . . . . .  m~ . . . . .  m)  . . . . .  re'k,) ~ '~" (rni . . . . .  m~ _ t , X ( , . /  . . . . .  r,,/ ) ,  m:i + ~ . . . . .  rn'~ . ) " [ ]  
Proposition 3.2.2 implies that if n~>Y.(fft) and u ~~v, then u ~,~v. Let k<~k' .  If 
~(mi ..... ml,) -- ~(m~ ..... ~), then "~(m i . . . . .  ink,) __C ~(W(.~ ...... ~))" Hence by Proposition 3.2.2, 
"A'~(mt ..... "k) ~< "F'(mi ...... ~,,)" 
4. EQUATIONS 
The problem of finding equations atisfied in the M-varieties Vk, problem related to the 
decidability of the Vk's, is the subject of this section. Studying properties of the recognizers A */,-,,~ 
sheds some light on the syntactic monoids of the star-free languages. 
Let u, v ~ A *. A monoid M satisfies the equation u = v if and only if ut9 = vq) for all morphisms 
~o: A * ~ M. One can show that the class ofmonoids M satisfying the equation u = v is a M-variety, 
denoted by W(u, v). Let (un, vn),>0 a sequence of pairs of words of A*. Consider the following 
M-varieties: W'=~,>oW(u~,v . )  and W"=l lm>o~, ) , ,W(u~,v~) .  We say that W'(W")  is 
defined (ultimately defined) by the equations u, = v~ (n > 0): this corresponds to the fact that a 
monoid is in W'(W")  if and only i fM  satisfies the equations un = v, for all n > 0 (for all n sufficiently 
large). The equational approach to varieties is discussed in Eilenberg [6]. Eilenberg [6] showed that 
every M-variety is ultimately defined by a sequence of equations. For example, the M-variety V 
of aperiodic monoids is ultimately defined by the equations x" = x "+~ (n > 0). One can show that 
every M-variety generated by a single monoid is defined by a sequence of equations. VI~ being 
generated by A*/~(m), are the M-varieties V~,m defined by a finite sequence of equations? An 
attempt o answer this open problem is made in the following subsection. 
4.1. Equations related to the first level o f  the Straubing hierarchy 
An attempt o generalize the following proposition is made in this subsection. A proof of part 
(2) appears nowhere in the literature. We include one based on a combinatorial property of the 
congruences ,,,(,,). Remember that from Corollary 2.2.2, we have for k >I 1, M ~ Vk if and only if 
for every morphism tp: A*~ M there exists r~ = (m~ . . . . .  ink )  such that ~r~ refines tp, or, more 
precisely, using Theorem 2.2.1, for k >>. 1, m >>. 1, M ~ Vk~ if and only if for every morphism ~0: 
A* ~M there exists r~ = (m, m2 . . . . .  mk) such that ~,h refines ~0. 
Proposition 4. I. 1 [17] 
(1) The M-variety V~.~ is defined by the equations x = x 2 and xy  = yx,  i.e. VLI is the 
M-variety if idempotent and commutative monoids. 
(2) The M-variety VL2 is defined by the equations xyzx  = xyxzx  and (xy) 2 = (yx)  2. 
The above proposition follows from the following combinatorial property of the congruences 
~(m) [7]. 
Lemma 4.1.2 
I f f  ~ (m) g, then there exists h such thatf is  a subword of h, g is a subword of h andf  ~ (,,) h ~ (m) g. 
Proof  of  Proposition 4.1.1 
(1) We have to prove that M ~ V~.~ if and only if it satisfies the equations xy  = yx  and x = x 2 
or M e VI,~ if and only if for every morphism tp: A * --. M,  xy~o = yx~o and xt9 = x2tg. Suppose 
M ~ VL~ and let ~0: A * ~ M be a morphism. Then ~ 0) - ~0. Now xy  ~ (~) yx  and x ~ (~) x 2. Hence 
we have the result. 
Conversely, let tp: A * ~ M be a surjective morphism satisfying xytp = yxtp and x~o -- x2tp. We 
want to show that ~(~) _ tp. Le t f  ~(~)g. Lemma 4.1.2 permits to consider only the case wbere f  
is a subword of g. We observe also that i f f  is a subword of h and h is a subword of g, we have 
also f ~ , )h .  Hence we have only to consider the case where f= uv and g = uav. So we have 
uv ~, )  uav. Since a is a subword of length ~ 1 of uav, it is a subword of either u or v. Suppose 
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of u (the case v is similar). Hence u = u~ aus for some u~, us e A *. Hence uwp =um au2vgo = u~ a2u2vgo 
(by using x~go = xgo) = umau~avgo (by using xygo = yxgo) = uavgo. 
(2) If M e Vm,2, let go: A * ~ M be a morphism. Then ,,, ¢2) - go. Now (xy)5  ~~s) (YX)  ~ and xyxzx  
~¢s)xyzx .  Hence (xy):go =(yx)ego  and xyxzxgo  =xyzxgo .  Now let go:A* - - ,M  be a surjective 
morphism satisfying (xy)Sgo = (yx)~go and xyxzxgo = xyzxgo. We want to show that ~ ¢~) _ go. Let 
f ~{s)g. Similarly to (1), by Lemma 4.1.2 we have only to consider the case where f= uv and 
g = uav. So we have uv ~ ~2) uav. Since a is a subword of uav of length ~< 2, a is a subword of uv. 
Hence a is a subword of either u or v. So aa is a subword of length ~< 2 of uav, hence of uv. We 
have the following cases. 
Case I. Suppose u=u,  au2, v- - -v~av2,  for some u l ,u2 ,  v~,v26 .4*  , uv=u~au2vtav  ~ and 
uav = ut au2v~ av> Hence uvgo = uavgo (by using xyxzxgo = xyzxgo ). 
Case 2. Suppose u = u, au~au3, for some u~, us, u3eA* ,  v does not contain any a, u~ does not 
contain any a. If u3 = 1, then uvgo = u~au2au~vgo = u~ausavgo = u, ausaavgo = uavgo, (by using 
xyxzxgo  = xyzxgo) .  If u3 = a~ . . . . .  a,, n/> 1, (at . . . . .  a, ~ a), then (every letter of u3 is in either u~ 
or u2) and we have 
uavgo = u~ au2aa I . .  
= u I au2aa l . .  
= u I au2 aa l . .  
an awp 
an_ I anaanavgo 
an-  I aan aan v go 
(by using xyxzxgo  = xyzxgo two times) 
(by using (xy)2go = (yx)2go )
= Ul au s aat •.  a , _  ~ aa,  vgo (by using xyxzxgo  = xyzxgo two times) 
= u~ausaa l . ,  a ,_sa ,_~aa~_~aa~vgo = utau2aa I . . .  a~_saa~_ laa ,_ la~vg O 
= u~ausaa~. ,  a , _ :aa ,_ la ,  vgo = • • • = u, au2aa~aas . . ,  anvgo 
= u~ au2a~aa~ aa2 . . ,  anvgo = u~ au2aa~ as • •. a,  vgo = u~ au2aa ~ . . .  a,  vgo = uvgo. 
Case  3. Suppose v = v~avsav3, for some v~, vs, v3eA* ,  u does not contain any a, vt does not 
contain any a. The proof is similar to the second case. Here if Vl = b, (b ~ a), then since u does 
not contain a and ab is a subword of length 2 of uav, b appears in either v2 or v3. More generally, 
every letter of v~ is in either v~ or v3. [] 
We would like to generalize the above Proposition 4.1.1. In order to do this let us define classes 
of equations as follows. For m t> 1, ~ , )  consists of the equations (xy ) "  = u, where u is any word 
consisting of m blocks, each block being xy  or yx .  These equations describe different ways of 
permuting an equal number of x and y. The equation (xy )  m = (yx) "  is such an example. It is easily 
seen that monoids in Vi.m satisfy C~m ). This comes from the fact that if M e V~,  then M < A * /~ tin). 
Since A */,-,~) satisfies qf~m), M satisfies c~.). 
For m = 1, qf~m) consists of the equation x = x s, for m >I 2, of the following equation: 
xyxm-Szx  = xyx  m-  IZX. 
The above equation generalizes x '~ = x r~ + ' and is easily seen to be satisfied in V~.  The equations 
in [ I,,~sq¢~ ) can be reduced to the equations defining V~,~ of Proposition 4.1.1(2). We have the 
following. 
Propos i t ion  4 .1 .3  
1 2 (1) Vt,i is defined by qfo)[_Jc~o), 
(2) V,.: is defined by II, ~ 2~<':). 
Let us now define the class qf~m). For 3 < m, qf~m) consists of the following equations: 
XZX r~ - 3y "XVXWy = XZX m - 2y ,xvxwy,  
ywxvxyex  m- 3zx = ywxvxyrx  m-  ~zx, 
xzx  m - 3y rxvywx = xzx  m - ~y "xvywx,  
XWyvxy~x m- 3ZX = xwyvxy~x m-  SZX '
where e -- 1 . . . . .  m - 1. 
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will consist of the equations 
where e = 1 . . . . .  m - 2. 
xzx  m-4yxyexvxwy 
ywxvxy  exyx"  - 4zx 
XZXm-4yex2y~xwy 
ywxvyx  2y,x m - 4zx 
xzxm-4y 'x2yvywx 
xwyvyx2yex  m- 4ZX 
xzx  m - 4yxy "xvy wx  
xwyvxy  exyx  m - 4ZX 
= xzx" -  3yxyexvxwy,  
= ywxvxy  "xyx " - 3xz, 
= XZX ra - 3yex2yvxwy ' 
= ywxvyx  2y ~X" - 3ZX, 
= XZX m- 3y,x2yvywx ' 
= xwyvyx  2y,x " - 3ZX, 
= XZX m- 3yxyCxvywx, 
= xwyvxyexyx  " -  3zx, 
These are easy exercises on the games ~t,,) to verify that for 3 ~< m (4 ~ m), every monoid in V~ 
2 satisfies qC~m)(C~tm~). Using special cases of qCt,.), it is enough that in 3 qCt,,), e varies between 1 and 
m - 1. Similarly, using special cases of q¢~.), e is required to vary only between 1and m - 2 in qC~t~). 
Further classes of equations qC~m), for r ~< m, can be described, each containing equations 
generalizing x m =x m+t and satisfied in Vm~, each equation involving powers of x not less than 
m - r. More precisely, the class qCt%, for 5 ~< r ~< m, will consist of the equations 
xzx ' - ' yxy /xu l  = xzx" -  c,- I )yxy:xuj ,
u2xyfxyxm-rzx  = u2xyfxyx  m- t ' -  I)ZX , 
xzx"  - " y-rxxyul = xzx"  -t" - J)yf xxyu l  , 
u2yxxyYx ' ' - ' zx  = u2yxxyfx  ' ' -~' -  l)zx, 
wheref = 1 . . . . .  m - (r - 2), and where xzx  m-<'- I)y'xul = xzxm-~'-2)y~xul  and u2xy 'x  " -~ ' -  I)zx = 
u2 xy 'x  m- e -2)zx  are in qe~g~ for some ut, u2 and e between I and m - (r - 3). We have the following. 
Theorem 4.1.4 
monoid in Vl~, satisfies [ [,~mqCt~). Every 
Simplifications occur. For example, see the following proposition. 
Proposit ion 4.1.5 
The equations in I I,.3q¢~3 ) reduce to the following system 
(yx) 3 = (xy3), 
xzyxvxwy = xzxyxvxwy,  
ywxvxyzx  = ywxcxyxzx .  
Proof. Let us show how the equation (xy)3 ffi xy2x2y in q¢~3) comes from the above system. 
xy2x2y •xyxyx2y  (using the second equation with z , fy ,  w=l and w,ffil)~xyx2yx2y (second 
equation with y ,=l ,  z,ffiy, v ,=y  and w,=l ) f f i xyx2yxy  (third equation with v,=l,  w,=l and 
z ,= l )=xyxyxy  (second equation with y ,=l ,  z ,=y ,  v,ff iy and w,=l )=(xy)  3. The equation 
xzy2xvxwy •xzxy2xvxwy in q¢~3) comes from the above system as follows: xzy2xvxwy ffi 
x (zy )yxvxwy =x(zy)xyxvxwy (using the second equation with z ,=zy)•xzyx2yxvxwy (second 
equation with y,ffil, z ,=zy ,  w=y and w, f l ) f f i xzxyx2yxvxwy (second equation with v,=l and 
w,= 1) = xzxyxyxvxwy (second equation with y,ffi 1, z,=y, v,=y and w,= 1) = xzxyyxvxwy (second 
equation with z ,=y)= xzxy2xcxwy.  The  other equations follow similarly. [] 
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Proposition 4.1.6 
The M-variety V~.3 is defined by the equations in Proposition 4.1.5. 
Proof  I f  M~Vm.3,  let ¢p:A*~M be a morphism. Then ~o)~p.  Now (yx )~~o) (xy)  3, 
xzyxvxwy ~ o) xzxyxvxyy  and ywxvxyzx  ~ o) ywxvxyxzx .  Hence (yx)3~p = (xy )3cp, xzyxvxwycp -~ 
xzxyxvxwycp and ywxvxyzx~p = ywxvxyxzxcp.  Now let ~p: A*~ M be a surjective morphism 
satisfying (yx  )~cp = (xy )3~o, xzyxvxwy~p = xzxyxvx  /wycp and ywxvxyzx~p = ywxvxyxzx~p.  We want 
to show that ~0) - cP. Let f  ~o)g. Similarly to Proposition 4.1.1, by Lemma 4.1.2 we have only 
to consider the case where f=  uv and g = uav. So we have uv ~~3)uav. Simon [15] implies the 
existence of m m and m2 such that m m + m2 >1 3, u ~ ~,,0 ua and u ~ ~,,0 av. We have the following cases. 
Case I. u ~<2)ua and v ~o)av .  Simon [15] implies the existence of urn, u2, u3, vm and v2~A*  
such that u =u~au2au3, v =vmav 2, vm and u3 do not contain any a and every letter of u~ is 
in either um or u2. If u3=l ,  then uv~o=umau2avmav2~p=umau~a2vmav2cP=uavcp (by using 
xzyxvxwy~p = xzxyxvxwy~p).  If u3 = am • • • a,, n I> 1, (am . . . . .  an ~ a), then we have 
uvq~ = umau2aam . . . anvmav2q~ = umau2a2ama2 . . . anv~av2q~ (by using xzyxvxwyq~ = xzxyxvxwycp ) 
= u lau2a~alaa2. . ,  anvmav2q~ (by using ywxvxyzxq~ =ywxvxyxzxcp  since am is in u m or u2) 
---- u I au2a2am a2a2a2 . . . a n 91 dO2 ¢p 
ut au2a2a l  a2a2aa3 • • • an ~l a02 ~0 
u m a~2a2ama2a2a2t23 . . ,  ant~ I a~) 2 q) 
(xzyxvxwy~p = xzxyxvxwy~p ) 
(ywxvxyzx~p = ywxvxyxzx~p since a 2 is in u~ or u2) 
(xzyxvxwy~p = xzxyxvxwy~p ) 
_--_... _~_ u I au2 a2t21Cl2t22a2a3 a2 . . .  a2anDi ao 2 q) 
~1 t2[/2d2al a2d2d2a2 a2 • • • a2anaOl a02~o 
~- u I au2a2a l  aa2a2a3 a 2 . . .  a2anao l  a02~o --  u I au2a2¢ll a2a2a3 a2 . . .  a2anaOl dO 2 q) 
• • • ~ u lau2a2a la2a3 . . ,  anat) lat)2q) ~- Ul au2aala2t23 . . . and~)la02~o ~ uav~o. 
Case 2. u ~o)ua  and v ~~,)av. Similar to case 1. .... 
Case 3. u ~ o) ua and v ~ co) av. Simon [15] implies the existence of ul, u2, u3, u4 and u5 ~ A * such 
that u =um au2 u3 au4aus, u5 does not contain any a, every letter of u5 is in either u3 or u4, every letter 
of u3 and u4 is in Ul au2. If u5 = 1 and u4 -- 1, then 
uv~p = ulau2u3a2v e = umau2u3a3v~p (by using xzyxvxwy~p = xzxyxvxwycp ) = uav~p. 
I fus=l  andu4=bm . . . . .  bn, n1>l,  then 
uwp =um au, u3 abm • • .b, _ mb, avcp 
= ulau2u3a2bl b2 . . .  bnavcp (by using xzyxvxwy~p = xzxyxvxwy~p)  
= umau2u3a2bmab2.., bnav~o (ywxvxyzx~p =ywxvxyxzxq~ and bl is in umau2) 
= umau2u3a2bma2b2b3 . . .  b, awp (xzyxvxwycp = xzxyxvxwycp)  
=um au2 u3a2bl a2b2ab3 . . . b, avq~ (ywxvxyzx~p = ywxvxyxzxcp  and b2 is in um au2) 
. . . . .  ul au2 u3 a2bl a2b2a2b3 . . . b,_ m a2b, avcp 
= u~ au2u3a2b~ a2b2a2b3.. ,  bn_ ma2bna2v~p 
= ulau2u3a2bmab2a2b3.., b,_ma2b, a2vcp (xzyxvxwycp = xzxyxvxwycp)  
=um au2 u3a2bm b2a2b3 • • • bn_ m a2b, a2vq~ (ywxvxyzx~p = ywxvxyxzxcp  ) 
. . . . .  um au2u3a2bm b2 . • • bna2wp = ul au2u3abm . . . bna2vq~ = uavcp. 
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NOW, let u 5 = ¢1 • . .  ¢t, t >1 1, (c t . . . . .  c t ~ a) .  We have 
I / ao~0 ~ l / I  au2 /d3  au4ac  I c 2 . . .  t raY(  p 
= ul au2u~au4a2cl  2 . .  • c, avtp (by using xzyxvxwytp  = xzxyxvxwytp)  
= ul au2u3au4a2cl  ac2 . . ,  c, avtp (by using ywxvxyzxtp  = ywxvxyxzxtp  and the fact that c~ is 
in u3 or u4) 
= utau2u3au4a2c la2c2 . . .  c, avtp (using xzyxvxwytp  = xzxyxvxwy~p)  
= u~ au2 u3 au4a2cl a2c2ac3 . . ,  ctavtp (using ywxvxyzxtp  = ywxvxyxzxtp  and the fact that c2 is 
in u3 or ua) 
(using xzyxvxwytp  = xzxyxvxwytp ,  ywxvxyxztp  = ywxvxyxzxtp  and the fact that u5 is in 
u3 or u4) 
= u lau2u3au4a2c la2c2a2c3a2. . ,  a2ctat)tp 
= ul au2 utc tb~. . ,  btsa2cj a2c2a2c3a2. . ,  a2ct_ l a2ctavtp 
(ct being in u3 or u4 implies u3au4 = u'ctb~ bt  where u t is in A *, b~ b t is 1 or b[ is in " " " st " " ° st 
A,  i = 1 . . . . .  st) 
= Ul au2utc2b~. . ,  b's, a2cl a2c2a2c3a2. . ,  a2ct_  l a2ctavtp 
(using xzyxvxwytp  = xzxyxvxwytp  and the fact that ct is in u~ or u2) 
t 2 t t t 2 2 2 2 
U l  au2u Ctb lc tb2  . . . . . .  a2ct_ l  = b ,a  Cl a c2a c3a a2ctavtp 
(using ywxvxyzxtp  =ywxvxyxzxtp  and the fact that b[ is in u~au2) 
(using xzyxvxwytp  =xzxyxvxwy~p and the fact that c, is in ut or  u2, and using 
ywxvxyzxtp  = ywxvxyxzxtp  and" the fact that b[,  a, Cl . . . . .  ct are in u~au2) 
t 2 t 2 t 2 t 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 u ~ au2u c l b ~ ct b2 • • c ~ actactaotp . . . c tbs tc tac tac tc lc tac tac tc2ctactac  t • C2tCt_ l  
t 2 t 2 t 2 t 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
u lau2u c tbtc tb2  . . . c tbs tc tactactc lc tac tactc2ctacta  . . c2ct_ l c tac tactaetv~o 
(using (yx)3tp = (xy)3q0 
(using xzyxvxwytp  =xzxyxvxwytp  and the fact that c, is in uj or u2, and using 
ywxvxyzxtp  =ywxvxyxzxtp  and'the fact that b[, a, c~... c, are in u lau2)  
= ul au2utctb[  b t , . . ,  bt,,a2cl a2c2a2c3.., ct_ l a2actvtp 
= Ul  au2  u3  au4  a 2Cl a 2c 2 a 2c  3 . . . c t _ i a 2act l )(p 
= Ul au2u3auaacl  c2 . . .  ct_ i actvtp 
(using xzyxvxwytp  = xzxyxvxwytp  and ywxvxyzxtp  = ywxvxyxzxtp  and the fact that us is in 
u3 or u4). Repeating (using ct_ m instead of c,) the steps that showed that 
u~ au2 Ua au4 ac~ c2 • • • ct avtp = u~ au2 Ua au4 acl c2 • • • c t -  ~ actvtp 
leads to 
uavtp = u~ au2 u3 au4 acl c2 • •. ct_ 2 act_  i ct vtp. 
Repeating again (using ct_ 2 . . . . .  cl ) leads to 
uav~p = Ul au2u3au4a2cj  c2 . .  • ct_ ~ ctvtp. 
I f  u4 -- 1, then 
uavtp = ulau2uaa2cm . . .  ctvtp = u lau2u3a2cl  . . . c,v~p (using xzyxvxwytp  = xzxyxvxwytp)  
= umau2uaaac~. . ,  ctvtp = uvq~. 
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If u4 = a~.. .  a,, r >I 1, then uav~o = ulau2usaa]. . ,  a, a2c l . . ,  ctvq~ 
= u]au2u3a2at . . .  ara2C].., ctugo (xzyxvxwycp = xzxyxvxwycp) 
= utau2u3a2alaa2.., a a2cl . . .  c, vcp (ywxvxyzxq~ = ywxvxyxzx~p and al in u~au2) 
= u I au2uaa2ala2a2 . . .  ara2Ct . . ,  ctvt p (xzyxvxwytp = xzxyxvxwytp)  
= u I au2u3a2al a2a2 a2 . . .  a2ara2Ct. . ,  ctutp 
(xzyxvxwy~p = xzxyxvxwytp and ywxvxyzxtp = ywxvxyxzxtp and a~ in u~ au2) 
= utau2u3a2ala2a2a2. . ,  a2araCl . . ,  crvt p (ywxvxyzxtp  =ywxvxyxzxtp  and a, in ulau2) 
U I au2u3a2al a2 . . .  a, ac t . . ,  ctvtp 
(xzyxvxwytp = xzxyxvxwytp and ywxvxyzxtp = ywxvxyxzxtp and a~ in Ul au2) 
= u lau2u3aa l . . ,  a, ac t . . ,  ctvtp (xzyxvxwytp = xzxyxvxwytp)  
= ut au2u3au4ac~.. ,  ctvgo = uv~o. 
Case 4. u ~ (o)ua and v ~ (3)av. Similar to case 3. [] 
A better understanding of the equations related to the first level of the Straubing hierarchy is 
useful in finding equations for the higher levels as the following shows. We are now interested in 
the varieties Vk~, for k > 1. We would like to find equations atisfied in them. Some of these 
equations may be selected from the classes previously defined since every ,-,, refines some ~(,) 
by Proposition 3.2.2. Using the induction l.emma 3.1.1, properties of the congruences ~(,), for 
m/> 1, and Proposition 3.2.1, we get the following properties of the congruences ~(re.M), for m t> 1 
related to the variety V2.t or the classes -Yc,~,) by Theorem 2.2.1 
Proposition 4.1.7 
Every monoid in V2.~ satisfies 
(1) (xyx  m- l )x (x '~- 'zx)  = (xyx ' - ' )x2(x  m- 'zx)  
and 
(2) (xy)mxy(xy)  m= (xy)"yx(xyy"  for some m > 0. 
and the equation The equation (xy ) "xy(xy)mf (xy) '~yx(xy)  m belongs to qf(<,~,p, 
(xvx , , - l )x (xm-tzx)  = (xyxm- I )x2(x" - IZX)  tO qf{X,, -). They can become part of a system of 
, I  ( ,mj 2 
equations ultimately defining V2.I. Also, note that the latter equations are of the form u~ xvt ffi ut x v~ 
and u2xyv2 = u2yxv2, where x ffi x 2 and xy  ffi yx  are the defining equations for V u . This type of 
equations i  called equations in context and has been studied by Therien [27]. Equations atisfied 
by A */~(,,t ~,2) may be selected from the class qf~<s,~.p. It is easy to check that A * /~( ,~)  satisfies 
qf~<-,~.2P' qfP<-,~,-P for m 2 > 1 and ~<,j~,ap for m2'>'2. In general, for ,-,(,.. ...... k)' we may be able 
to choose from qf~,,. , .~. Equations mmdar to the one in the above porposition (2) will be studied 
in the next subsecti~'n/ k.
4.2. Equations related to higher levels of  the Straubing hierarchy 
The M-variety V~ of 3"-trivial monoids is ultimately defined by the equations xm = x m + t and 
(xy)"  ffi (yx)" ,  or (xy)mx = (xy)"  ffi y (xy~ [7]. This gives a decision procedure for V~ based on an 
algebraic haracterization f the monoids M = A */~ with ~_  "(m) for some m. Me V~ if and 
only if for all x, y eM (xy) m= (yx)"  and x m= x m+~ with m the cardinality of M. The necessity 
of the condition is immediate since A */~ (m) satisfies the equations. A generalization f the above 
equations follows. 
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Let m i> 1. A sequence of equations is defined inductively as follows: 
Eqm~. is (xy ) "  = (yx)  m, 
Eqk+~.m is obtained from E~ in the following manner: E~+m~ is obtained by replacing each 
occurence of x in Eq~. by (xy )mx(xy)  '~, and each occurence of y by (xy )my(xy)  ''. For example. 
Eq::. is ( (xy)"x(xy)~my(xy) r" )  m = ( (xy) "y (xy)~"x(xy)m)  m. 
The above sequence of equations can also be written as: 
Eqk,m is (x(k)y(k)) m = (y(k)x(k))rn, 
where x °) = x,  yO) = y and x tk + ~) = (xtk)y(k))mX(k)(X(k)y(k)) m, y<~ + ~) ffi (X(k)y(k))my(k)(x(k)y(k))m. 
Theorem 4.2.1 
Every monoid in V~ satisfies 
(1 )  X m = X m+ I 
(2) (x(k)y(k)) m = (y(k)x(k))m 
and 
(3) (x¢k)y~k))"X ok) = (X¢k)yfk)) r~ = y~k)(XCk)y~k))m, for some m > 0, 
Proof .  Let  Me Vk. We have M = d */-.. with ~ _~ ~c,,~ ...... ~) for some (ml . . . . .  mk). Hence 
A* / . . .  < d */~cml . . . . . .  k)" A* / . . .  satisfies the equations with ~4~'c,, ~ ..... m~) since they are satisfied by 
A *I "~ A */ ~ (ml ... . .  mD .. / <,.~ ..... ,,k)" satisfies equation (1) since x~m~,.,,,k) + 1 ~¢.,~ ..... .,k) x.~¢.,~ ..... .,k) 
by Proposition 3.2.1. By induction on k, A */~¢,.~ ,,~) satisfies equation (2). Equation (3) is proved 
similarly. We now show that A */~~,,, ,.k) satisfies (x~k)y¢k))..~Cm~ , .~)= (y(k)x(k)).~(ml . . . .  roD. For 
k = 1, it is true since A */~ ~,.) satisfies i xY)" ffi (yx)m, i.e. (x<l)y°))'X~'m)= (y~l)x°) )~, . ) .  Suppose true 
for k, i.e. A */"~m~ "k) satisfies (X¢k)ytk))~,.~ ,ink) ffi (Y<k)X(k))~m . . . . . .  k)" Put  N ffi J l~,.~ ..... ..k)" Let  
, . . . . .  . ~¥ 
us show that A /~ ~m,mt ..... ,.~) satisfies u = (x  I)y¢k + l))N ffi (y<k + I)X¢k + ))M ffi V. TO see this, consider 
the natural decompositions of u and v into x ck+~)- and y~k+~)-segments. Player II should play 
according to the following strategy. In the first move, suppose player I chooses from u (the strategy 
is similar if player I chooses from v). I chooses from at most m segments in u. There is a 
correspondence b tween the chosen segments in u and some "corresponding" segments in v (shown 
by triangles or arrows in the diagram below). We have 
v = (x¢k)ytk))~ytk)(xtk)ytk))~(x~k)ytk))~Xtk)(X¢*)yt~)) ~ . . . .  
The positions chosen from the first x ~+ ~)-segment (or last y(k  + l)-segment) in u should be played 
in the first ( las t )y t~+ ~)- and x tk+ ~)-segments in v. Call a x t~+ ~)- (or ytk+ ~).) segment in u, a middle 
segment, if it is not the first (the last) x ~+ ~)- (or ytk+ ~)-) segment. If player I chooses ome of his 
first m positions from middle segments in u, then player II should pick exactly those positions which 
match the positions chosen by player I in corresponding segments. Now, by the induction 
hypothesis and z N z N+~ ~(,.~ ..... m~) we can conclude that 
(X¢k)y¢k))# ,..~'. .~) (Xfk)yek))#yf~)(Xfk)y~))N(xfk)yfk))# , . . . ,  
To see this, 
(x  tk)y t~)) t~ ~ ~-, ..... m~ )(X t~)y ~)):~ + ~ .~ ~"~ . . . . . .  ~) (y ~)X ~))N + ~ ... ~m, ..... m~)Y ~)(x ~)y tk))l~x ~), 
This implies 
(k) ,v (k) (k) N (k) N (X(k)Y(k))~V "~" (m, ..... mD(Y ) (X  y ) (X  ) '~(ml . . . . . .  D 
( y~)~' (x t~)y <'o)~' ( x tk))" + ~ ~ <., . . . . .  , .~  ( x ~,Oytk))~, xt~O. 
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Similarly, (X(k)ytk)) M "(m, ..... ,,k)y(k)(XCk)y(k)) ~. Hence 
(X(k)Y~k)) N ~ (r.,, ..... "k) (Xfk)Y ¢k))3# "" (", ..... "k) (X(k)Y<k))#YCk)(X¢k)Yfk))M(xfk)Y(k))#" 
Hence the result follows by the induction Lemma 3.1.1 and the proof is complete. [] 
The complexity of a congruence is related to its power of discriminating between words. For 
example, for m~, m2>~l, ~(m,~,,) distinguishes (xyy' and (yxy'  but ~¢,) does not. Hence 
(xy)" = (yx)" is characteristic to the first level V~. More generally, for sufficiently large m~, 
~<,~ ...... ~) distinguishes the words in Eqk_ ~,. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.2 
For sufficiently large m~, A* /~ C . . . . . .  k) does not satisfy the equations (x(k-I)y(k-I)) m= 
(X(k - I)y(k -I))rax(/~- I) and (x (k - I)y(k- I)~, '" y(k- I)(X(k-I)y(k - I)~,, for any m > 0. 
Proof  For notational convenience we treat only the case k -- 3. We illustrate a winning strategy 
for player I. (I, i) denotes a position chosen by player I in the ith move, i ffi 1, 2, 3. Similarly, (II, i) 
denotes a position chosen by player II in the ith move. Let N >t .A,~(,,~ ...... o" 
2N N 
A 
u . . . .  (xy)Ux(xy) (xy)  . . .  (xy ) (xy)y (xy) (xy) . . . (xy ) (xy)  
TT TT 
(II, 1) (I, 2) 
2N N 
A ,k ,  
v . . . .  (xy)Ux(xy) (xy)  . . .  (xy ) (xy)y (xy) (xy) . . .  (xy ) (xy)  
N N 
A A 
t ~ t • 
(xy ) (xy ) . . . (xy ) (xy )x (xy  ) (xy ) . . . (xy ) (xy ) . . . (xy ) (xy ) 
T T 
(I, I) (II, 2) 
Player I, in the first move, chooses the last two consecutive xs in v. Player II, in the first move, 
has to choose the last two consecutive xs in u (if not, player I in the next two moves could win 
by choosing in the second move the last two consecutive xs in u). Player I, in the second move, 
chooses the last two consecutive ys in u. Player II, in the second move, cannot choose two 
consecutive y s in v to the right of the previously chosen positions. Hence he is forced to choose 
two y s separated by an x. Player I, in the third move, selects that x. But player II loses since he 
cannot choose an x between the two consecutive ys chosen in the preceding move by player I. The 
result follows. [] 
The two preceeding theorems provide examples of equations that can characterize a level, i.e. 
monoids of that level satisfy the equations and some monoids of the next level do not satisfy the 
equations. Although they may not be sufficient to characterize completely a level, they at least form 
a subset of equations that characterize a level. 
5. LOWER BOUNDS ON DOT-DEPTH 
In this section, Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games are used to prove lower bounds on a language's 
complexity through equtions. Upper bounds on a language's complexity are obtained by using 
Thomas' Theorem 2.1.1 or Theorem 2.1.2. Lower bounds can be demonstrated by using the 
following criterion. 
Criterion for  lower bounds 
Given any alphabet A, any language L ___A*, to show that L is of dot-depth >~k, it suffices 
to show that for all ~=(m~ . . . . .  mk_~), there exist u,~cL, v~q~L such that u~~~v,~.  
More precisely, to show that L is not in ~-m(~k-~) ,  it suffices to show that for all 
r~ = (m~ . . . . .  mk_ l ) ( = (m, m2 . . . . .  mk_ i )), there exist u~ ¢ L, v~ ¢ L such that u~ ~ ~ v,~. 
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A criterion like the above one is useful as long as we know what kind of  words u,~ and v~ can 
be used. Equations give words u,~ and v,~ in ~~ -relation. We give some examples. 
Example 5.1 
Let L be the set of  all words such that the 10th symbol from the right end is b. One easily can 
write a B(l~2)-sentence of .Z defining L. Hence by Thomas'  Theorem 2.1.1, we can conclude that 
the dot-depth of  L is smaller than or equal to 2. Define u~,=(bay"baaaaaaaaa~L, 
vm = (bay"aaaaaaaaa eL .  But um ~~,,~ v,, since (ba)mb ~~,~) (bay" and ~tin) is a congruence. Hence 
by the above criterion the dot-depth of  L is 2. 
Example 5.2 
Let L be the set o f  all words in which every pair of  adjacent as appears before any pair o f  adjacent 
bs. One easily can write a B(Y.2)-sentence of  La defining L. Hence by Thomas'  theorem, we can 
conclude that the dot-depth of  L is smaller than or equal to 2. Define u~t~,) = (aby"(ab)(aby"¢L, 
v(x ¢,) = (ab y"(ba)(ab)m¢ L. But UO.m) ~ 0~") VOw") by Proposition 4.1.7(2). Hence by the above criterion 
L ~ ~, j .  It implies that the B(l~2)-sentence of La defining L is not equivalent o a (1, m)-sentence 
of  La. 
In the preceeding examples, the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games have been used to prove lower 
bounds on the dot-depth of  a star-free language or a star-free language's complexity through 
equations. A conjecture of  an effective criterion for V2.] is the following: for A a fixed alphabet, 
L c_A*, if M(L)  does not satisfy the equations in Proposition 4.1.7 (with m the cardinality o f  
M(L) ) ,  then M(L)~ V2.,. 
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